
Artist Profile – Bob Thompson  
 
b. 1937 Louisville, KY; d. 1966 Rome, Italy  
 
 Thompson experienced tragedy early on when his father died in a car crash, Thompson 
was thirteen years old at the time. After his father’s death, Thompson lived with relatives in 
Kentucky who exposed him to art and Jazz and later, in 1957, Thompson attended the 
University of Louisville where he studied painting. In 1958 he moved to New York City where he 
made many friends and connections and in 1961 moved to Europe with his wife where he lived 
until his death. Thompson’s art career only lasted for eight years, but in that eight years he 
produced over one thousands works and held numerous exhibitions.  

Thompson painted images that were shocking, erotic, satiric, mystical and that fused 
classical and American themes, one of his goals was to reinterpret paintings done by the Old 
Masters. He often incorporated African patterns and religious symbols into his works as well as 
themes of sexuality, violence, racism, passion, transcendence, and destruction. Thompson’s 
subjects commonly include black men and white women to tackle the topic of race and African 
Americans in Western art and he used arbitrary colors for skin tones, such as red, yellow, and 
blue. Thompson blended bright colors and dark mythology to speak to his heavy topic of race 
and the African American experience.  

In his early works, Thompson painted large groups of figures in earth tones, then in his 
later works he shifted to single events that were done in bright, vibrant colors. As the years 
went on, Thompson became more expressive and started to include more traditional symbols 
along with images from his imagination. Throughout his art career, Thompson maintained the 
style of flat, Abstract Expressionist paintings. He was inspired by good and evil and well as the 
relationship between man and nature.  
 Thompson’s work ethic was intense; he would often work for two or three days straight, 
taking breaks by doing small paintings in between his large pieces. Although Thompson was 
known to use heroin, many people around him claimed that it didn’t always have a negative 
effect on him as it was the cause for him having such a large output of works. Unfortunately, 
Thompson’s heroin use is what lead to his death in Italy in 1966.  
 Examples of Thompson’s works include Garden of Music (1), Echo and Narcissus (2), and  
Homage to Nina Simone (3). You can see the progression from using earth tones to brighter 
colors but the foundation of his style remains the same.  
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